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Keynote
- Raymond Berard, Director of Inist
  *Academia and document supply: unsustainable contradictions?*

Session 1
- Peter D. Collins, University of Pennsylvania, USA
  *Revolutionizing resource sharing: lessons from eCommerce*

- Richard Ebdon, The British Library, UK
  *A changing service for a changing landscape*

- Jacqueline Gillet, Inist, France
  *A review of interlending and document supply in France*

Session 2
- Helen Sakrihei, National Library, Norway
  *Automatic storage and retrieval system for ILL: experiences from the Repository Library on Norway*

- Clare MacKeigan, Relais International, Canada
  *Interoperability for ILL and resource Sharing - (slides non transmises)*

Session 3
- Sara Gould, The British Library
  *Opening access to UK doctoral theses: an update of the EThoS E-theses service*

- Silvana Mangiaracina, Ornella Russo, Alessandro Tugnoli, Bologna Research Area Library, CNR, Italy
  *ALPE: an Italian project for sharing and checking interlibrary loan permitted use in e-resource licenses*

- Henrik Haagensen, The State and University Library, Aarhus, Denmark
  *Electronic article delivery in Denmark – digitization on demand*
Keynote

Jim Neal, Columbia University, USA
Resource sharing chaos: Working through the opportunities for radical collaboration and systemic partnership

Session 4

- Katie Birch, OCLC, Samantha Tillet, The British Library
  From ILL to online ordering? An improved service for OCLC and British Library users

- Traute Braun-Gorgon, Subito, Germany
  Subito – new developments in document delivery: German copyright law and its consequences, Subito service China direct and delivery from electronic resources

- Alexander Plemnek, Natalia Sokolova, Rustam Ustanov, St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University, Russia
  Consortia portal for sharing resources of Russian libraries

Session 5

- Tina Baich, IUPUI University Library, USA
  Open Access: A help or a hindrance to resource sharing

- Yao Xiaoxia, CALIS, Peking University, China
  Cooperative purchase and utilization: an effective way of resource sharing – the study on PQDT full text database

Session 6

- Lydia Namugera, Caroline Kobusingye, Makerere University Library, Uganda:
  Makerere University’s pivotal role in library consortium and resource sharing in Uganda

- Steven Marvin, West Chester University, USA
  Library consortia in Latin America: Resource Sharing in Developing Countries